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Simply Living 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SETTING UP ORGANIZATION BOX 

1. Use 15 White index cards, pre-printed labels, and adhesive tab dividers to make dividers 

for “Daily”, Weekly”, each day of the week, “Monthly”, “Quarterly”, “Bi-Annually”, 

“Annually”, “Storage”, and “Hospitality”. 

2. Put these tabbed dividers in the file box in the order listed above.  

3. Put the three sets of monthly dividers in the box, one each behind “Quarterly”, “Bi-

Annually”, and “Annually”.  

4. Write chores on colored index cards using the following color guide (or create your own 

colors!) 

Yellow—Daily Chores 

Blue—Weekly Chores 

Pink—Monthly Chores 

Purple—Quarterly Chores 

Green—Bi-Annual Chores 

White—Annual Chores 

5. Put the Yellow Daily cards behind the “Daily” tab. 

6. Put the Blue Weekly cards behind the “Weekly” tab, putting each chore card behind the 

tab for the day that you intend on accomplishing it. Keep in mind your schedules. 

7. Put the Pink Monthly cards behind the “Monthly” tab. 

8. Organize the Monthly chores like this: Count them, divide by 4 (weeks in a month). 

Decide which chores will be done on which days of which weeks for that particular 

month. Write that on the Monthly tab divider (or on a sticky note that you stick to the 

divider in the event that your life changes at some point! Then you can change your 

sticky note). Each week, pull the appropriate cards and put them behind the Daily tabs.  

9. Put the Purple Quarterly cards behind the “Quarterly” tab. 

10. Organize the Quarterly chores like this: Count them and divide by 3 (months in a 

quarter). This lets you know how many Quarterly chores you should do each month. 

Divide that number by 4 (weeks in a month) to determine how many Quarterly chores 

you should do in a week. Decide which chores will be done in which months, in which 

weeks, and on which days. Now place the Quarterly cards behind the appropriate 

monthly divider behind the Quarterly tab.  

11. Put the Green Bi-Annual cards behind the “Bi-Annually” tab behind the monthly divider in 

which you want to accomplish the tasks.  

12. Put the White Annual cards behind the “Annually” tab, behind the appropriate monthly 

tab. 

13. At the beginning of each month, go through your box, looking under each monthly tab to 

find Annual, Bi-Annual, and Quarterly chores scheduled for that month and store them 

under the Monthly tab. Then decide which week of the month you will do them, making a 

note on a post-it note and at  the beginning of each week, decide which days those 

chores will be done on. 


